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Interface intermixing in metal heteroepitaxy on the atomic scale
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We reveal the main mechanism of interface intermixing in the early stages of heteroepitaxy. Performing
atomic scale calculations withab-initio-based many-body potentials, we show that submonolayer inclusions of
Fe atoms in the topmost layer of Cu~001! observed in experiments are caused by a collective process of atomic
exchanges near small embedded Fe islands. We demonstrate that mesoscopic relaxations in the substrate
depend on the size of embedded islands and drastically affect site exchanges.
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In the last few years considerable attention has been
to different mechanisms of growth and intermixing in he
eroepitaxial metallic systems. The complete knowledge
the properties of this kind of systems, especially when th
have magnetic properties, is of crucial importance becaus
their potential technological applications.1–3 Tersoff showed
that surface-confined mixing can be expected quite gene
in systems dominated by atomic size mismatch.4

There have been reported different mechanisms for in
mixing in heteroepitaxial systems. The main known are
following: exchange of single adatoms with the substrate
order to stabilize the whole system@for example, Co adatom
deposited on the Cu~001! surface5,6# and burrowing of clus-
ters into the substrate. The later effect was found for
clusters on Cu~001!, Ag~001!, and Au~111! substrates.7–9 A
novel mechanism of intermixing has been predicted by G´-
mezet al.10 Performing Monte Carlo simulations for Co is
lands of different sizes on the Cu~111! surface, they found
that above a certain critical size the Co islands exhibit tw
dimensional–three-dimensional transitions and form mix
Co-Cu clusters. Recently, Pentchevaet al.11 have shown that
intermixing during heteroepitaxial growth can lead to a
modal growth and invalidates the predictions of the me
field nucleation theory. Even in homoepitaxial systems, i
possible to find some effects of intermixing and subseque
mass transport; for example, the formation of surface cro
dions in the Cu~001! substrate due to surface strain.12

In this paper we consider Fe heteroepitaxial growth
Cu~001!. This system is taken as prototype in order to stu
the intermixing in heteroepitaxy on the atomic scale.

The puzzling structural and magnetic properties of
films grown on Cu~001! have been the aim of many studie
for more than a decade.13 Johnsonet al.14,15 reported that for
submonolayer regimes Fe atoms deposited on the Cu~001!
surface form submonolayer inclusions.

It was suggested that intermixing at the Fe/Cu~001! oc-
curs due to an atomic exchange process. In a recentab initio
study,16 the large barrier of 1.45 eV/Fe atom for the e
change process on Cu~001! has been reported. This energ
was considered only as an upper limit, because the sur
cell used for calculations was not sufficiently large.
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Simple arguments to understand the atomic behavio
interfaces based on such macroscopic properties as su
and interface energies are rather questionable when ap
to individual adatoms. To our knowledge, no studies ha
hitherto been performed to explain the mechanism of in
mixing for Fe adatoms on the Cu~001! surface at the atomic
scale.

The main goal of this paper is to reveal this mechani
and to show that intermixing is determined by a collecti
process of atomic exchanges near embedded small F
lands. While we use a particular system, our finding is
general importance for understanding of heteroepita
growth.

We perform atomic scale simulations withab-initio-based
many-body potentials and demonstrate that mesoscopic
laxations near embedded islands strongly influence diffus
barriers of site exchanges.

Atomic scale simulations are performed by a molecu
static method. Our system consists of 12 layers thick~001!
slab. Each layer contains 2000 atoms. Periodic bound
conditions are employed in two orthogonal directions in t
plane. The two atomic layers are fixed at the bottom. Atom
relaxation of Fe adatoms and clusters on the Cu~001! surface
are performed with new many-body potentials constructed
the second-moment tight-binding~TB! approximation.6,17

Our approach is based on fitting parameters of potential
the Fe/Cu interface to accurate spin-polarizedab initio cal-
culations of the Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on Fe a
toms on Cu~001! and binding energies of supported and e
bedded Fe clusters of different sizes and geometries. Fo
and energies of clusters are calculated by means of
Korringa-Kohn-Rotoker~KKR! Green’s-function method for
adatoms and supported clusters.6,18 We use the full-potential
KKR Green’s function to determine the Hellmann-Feynm
forces. The combination of the first principles and the T
methods allows one to reproduce accurately properties
magnetic supported and embedded clusters, and to per
atomic relaxations for very large systems, which are still o
of possibilities ofab initio methods.19 We have to stress tha
we use only theab initio results to determine the paramete
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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of interactions at the surface. Details of our method and s
eral applications can be found elsewhere.6,18,22,23

We consider first the energetics of the elementary
change process at the Fe/Cu interface. The replacement
substrate Cu atom by an Fe adatom is preferred by 0.44
~0.35 eV if we do not consider the relaxation of the syste!.
This gain of energy reduces to 0.37 eV~0.31 eV without
relaxation! if the displaced Cu atom lies far away from th
embedded Fe atom. We have obtained that the energy ba
for this exchange intermixing process~see Fig. 1! is about
0.78 eV, which is considerably smaller than an upper lim
found in Ref. 16. Our calculations show that the barrier
the jump diffusion~0.53 eV! is smaller than for the exchang
process.

To explain experimental results on submonolayer Fe
clusions formed by deposition onto Cu~001! ~Ref. 14! Cham-
bliss and Johnson15 suggested that an Fe adatom moves
hopping diffusion before exchange, and is more likely
exchange near another embedded Fe atom. Our study
ports such model of intermixing at the Fe/Cu~001! interface.
Indeed, we have obtained that the exchange energy barr
reduced to 0.72 eV when we already have one Fe atom in
first layer of the Cu surface. Our calculations show that
atoms embedded in the topmost layer of Cu~001! attract each
other at nearest-neighbor sites, and as a consequence F
oms should form clusters. Embedded clusters tend to st
lize the whole system. For example, when an Fe adat
originally far apart from the embedded Fe cluster, is mov
to the island, the energy gain is 1.43 eV. Therefore, emb
ded Fe clusters can be considered as preferential center
growth. We have found that the cluster formation stron
affects an exchange process. For example, the barrier fo
exchange is reduced to 0.6 eV near the Fe dimer in the
most layer~cf. Fig. 1!.

Figure 2 shows how the exchange barrier for the Fe a
tom depends on the distance to Fe islands embedded in
Cu substrate. As an example, we present results for four
ferent sizes of square Fe islands. Our calculations reve
strong reduction of the exchange barrier near the island. T
effect is caused by the increased interaction between th
adatom and the island at short distances~the main point is
the number of atoms of the island which the adatom intera
to, therefore we choose, as a general example, a square s

FIG. 1. Schematic view of two exchange processes. Left p
~atom number 1!: simple exchange on the flat surface. Right p
~atom number 2!: exchange with two atoms already embedded
the first layer of the substrate. For the system studied, Fe/Cu~001!,
the activation energy barriers for these two processes are, re
tively, 0.78 eV and 0.60 eV.
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for embedded islands!, and by the local strain relaxations. A
the same time, one can see the big difference that ex
between the exchange barrier energy near the biggest is
we have plotted~49 atoms! and the smallest one~9 atoms!.
This difference is due to the increasing number of Fe isla
atoms that the adatom interacts to and, also, to the fact,
the average bond length in the substrate near the embe
island increases with increasing size of the island.21 As we
will discuss later, the larger bond lengths reduce the
change barrier.

Our recent studies have demonstrated that mesoscop
lands in heteroepitaxy and homoepitaxy introduce a stron
inhomogeneous strain distribution in the substrate which
pends on the size of islands.22–24 We revealed that strain
relaxations at the mesoscale, determined by the s
dependent mesoscopic mismatch, can be much more stro
than predicted by the macroscopic approach based on
lattice mismatch between film and substrate. In the pres
case, we found an inhomogeneous strain distribution in
Cu substrate around embedded Fe islands. In Fig. 3 we s
the total ~color thermometer! and vertical and horizonta
components of the displacement for an Fe square islan
36 atoms embedded in the substrate. These results ind
that strain relaxations in the embedded Fe island may lea
pronounced structural changes in the substrate. One can
that the surface layer and the embedded Fe island are no
due to atomic relaxations. The edge atoms in the Fe isl
are highest. The substrate atoms, which are the nea
neighbors of the island, are strongly pushed down, wh
more distant atoms exhibit upward relaxations. Our calcu
tions reveal a strong horizontal displacements of the s
strate atoms in the direction to the island. Due to atom
relaxations the bond lengths in the substrate in the vicinity
the Fe island are increased compared to the flat surfac25

According to results of Yu and Scheffler26 the longer bond
lengths lead to an enhanced corrugation of the potential
ing on the adatom and reduce the exchange barrier.

The above results offer a consistent explanation of
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t
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FIG. 2. Exchange barrier for the Fe adatom on the Cu~001!
surface near embedded square Fe islands. The horizontal line
resents the exchange barrier for a flat surface~Ref. 20!.
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FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! The shape of the embed
ded Fe island of 36 atoms and the Cu substr
~the dotted line represents the surface without
embedded cluster!, the color marks the magni
tude of the total displacement and the arrows t
sense of this;~b! The horizontal~in the direction
to the island! and vertical displacements of C
atoms near the embedded Fe island for^110& di-
rection; the interlayer distance isd051.8075 Å
and the lattice constant isa053.615 Å.
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mechanism of intermixing at the Fe/Cu~001! interface ob-
served by Johnsonet al.14 This a collective process where, t
stabilize the system, each new adatom deposited on the
face near the embedded cluster tends to exchange its pos
with an atom of the substrate. This is also corroborated
our finding that the energy barrier for the edge diffusion
one Fe adatom along the embedded Fe island~0.69 eV! is
higher than the exchange barrier~see Fig. 2!. Thus, the island
formation around or above the embedded cluster is not
vored energetically over the formation of embedded islan

Finally, to clarify more this point, we have tested ho
strong is the above effect. It is clear that a decreasing of
exchange barrier energy can lead to an enhanced proba
of this collective intermixing mechanism compared to a
other type of processes. If we choose an infinite embed
island ~embedded layer! as a reference, the energy of th
exchange process can be expressed asE5E01DE(x,y),
whereE0 is the energy of the process near the infinite e
bedded island andDE(x,y) depends on the local characte
istics ~local coordinations or strain fields!. Then, the prob-
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ability P of this mechanism at a temperatureT near the island
can be given byP5P0exp(2DE/kT), with P0 denoting the
value for the reference state.27 We have found, for example
that at room temperature, the probability for the intermixi
directly near the embedded island of 36 atoms is more t
ten times larger than the probability of this process for the
adatom at 6 –7 Å from the island. This difference is ev
bigger if we compare it with the edge diffusion along th
embedded island or with exchange on a flat surface. Th
fore, we can conclude that the exchange process near em
ded islands is the mechanism of the formation of Fe inc
sions in Cu~001! found in experiments. We should also no
that these results can be tested in the framework of n
Kinetic Monte Carlo techniques, recently developed by He
kelman and Jonsson.28

To sum up, we have studied the energetics of Fe adat
on the Cu~001! surface performing atomic scale calculatio
with ab-initio-based many-body potentials. Our results sh
that Fe adatoms tend to stabilize the system when they
inside the substrate rather than when they are supported o
6-3
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We have revealed that the exchange barrier of Fe adat
with the substrate atoms strongly depends on the distanc
embedded clusters and their sizes. Our results indicate
mesoscopic relaxations in the substrate around embedde
lands strongly affect the atomic exchange at the interface.
have demonstrated that the Fe inclusions in the topmost l
of the Cu~001! substrate observed experimentally are form
due to collective atomic exchanges in the proximity of sm
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